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I am opposed to northern pass UNLESS they bury the whole length of the line. It will be an eyesore at any point
it is above ground. The transmission line will run over my property. One of the towers was to come to within a
few inches of my front door. Eversource has agreed to move a tower into the field beside my house but it will
still come up to the edge of my property. That means it will come within a few feet of my front door instead of a
few inches. Also every tree and bush on my front property will be cut down. Moving the tower a few feet was
their solution to buying out my house/property. This house was build approx 9 years ago, replacing a mobile
home. i was aware Eversource had a right of way over the property but could not remember or find the
paperwork. I called Eversource to find out exactly where their right of way was but they said they could not find
the paperwork either. Refused to sell me the right of way as well. needless to say they found the right of way
when they wanted it.
Even if Eversource bought my property i will still be opposed to an above ground power line. Above ground lines
are the wave of the past not of the future. They are unsightly.
In regards to jobs, they will be created to bury the line as well.
My property will have little to no value at best. I doubt my property taxes will be nonexistent.
Eversource will reap the electric payments the line generates, they will not absorb any of the cost even though
Hydro-Quebec us unwilling to pay for the line in the U.S. It will be factored into their customers electric bills. Their
electric bills are the highest in the state of N.H. It will be factored into their customers increased electric bills.
Speaking of jobs, why would business want to come into or stay in NH only to pay these high electric rates.
Unless of course they go as far north as Plymouth NH which will have BURIED lines and the lower electric rates
from NH co-op.
I object to NH serving as an extension cord to power Massachusetts and Connecticut. They as well as Rhode
Island have the ability of provide their own clean sustainable energy.
I believe these huge towers will harm the environment, be a threat to New Hampshire's tourism and natural
beauty. There is tourism and natural beauty south of Ashland where the line is scheduled to be above ground
on very high towers.
Also NH should develop their own clean energy sources and not have their money go outside the state and in
this case the country too.
The Proposed Northern Pass Transmission Project: Assessing its impacts on New Hampshire by the
Analysis Group, Economic, Financial, and Strategy Consultants in February 2017, gives a far clearer and much
less biased report than the study prepared in 2015 by the London Economics International [ "LEI Study" ]
prepared on behalf of Eversource . I find the report done by the Analysis Group, which is online, far more
believable than the LEI Study. It is questionable whether or not the transmission line should come through NH,
buried or not.
Bottom line, I do not trust Eversource, I do not believe most everything they say.

